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The Time Travelers of the St Petersburg Region

The Ordovician period, approximately 485 to 443 million years ago, was a time

when Earth's oceans teemed with diverse marine life. Among the most intriguing

creatures of this era were the trilobites, an extinct group of arthropods that

roamed the ancient seas.

Discovering Trilobite Fossils in St Petersburg
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The St Petersburg Region in Russia holds a wealth of geological treasures,

including a rich abundance of trilobite fossils from the Ordovician period. These

fossils provide a snapshot into the ancient marine ecosystems and offer valuable

insights into the evolution and biology of trilobites during this time.
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Why St Petersburg Region?

The St Petersburg Region is geologically significant due to its exposure of the

Baltic sedimentary basin. The rocks of the region provide an excellent record of

the Ordovician period, allowing paleontologists and enthusiasts to study its

various facets, including the trilobites that once thrived within its waters.

Ordovician Trilobite Diversity

The diversity of trilobites during the Ordovician period is truly remarkable. These

ancient arthropods evolved into various forms and filled important ecological

roles. From the large and aggressive predators to the small and delicate filter

feeders, trilobites played a vital role in the marine food chain.

Different Shapes and Sizes
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Trilobites displayed an incredible range of shapes, sizes, and adaptations. Some

had elaborate spines, while others possessed intricate exoskeleton patterns.

Their fascinating features provide valuable clues for scientists to understand their

habits, defensive mechanisms, and ancestral relationships.

A Window into Ancient Life

Trilobite fossils from the St Petersburg Region act as time capsules, preserving

not only the delicate exoskeletons but also traces of soft tissues and even

behavior. These fossils give us a unique window into the past, allowing us to

visualize how these ancient creatures interacted with their environment and each

other.

Where to Find Trilobite Fossils?

The St Petersburg Region is known for its various sites where trilobite fossils can

be found. Some popular locations include the Leningrad Region, Pskov Region,

and Vologda Region. Explorers and fossil enthusiasts can venture into these

areas with proper permits and equipment to search for these fascinating relics of

the past.

A Warm Reminder of Earth's History

When uncovering a trilobite fossil in the St Petersburg Region, one cannot help

but feel connected to the deep history of our planet. These fossils serve as

tangible reminders of life's resilience and adaptation, instilling a sense of awe and

appreciation for the wonders that existed long before humans walked the Earth.

In

The trilobite fossils of the St Petersburg Region in Russia are incredible windows

to the Ordovician past. As we explore and study these ancient relics, we unravel

the mysteries of Earth's history and gain a deeper understanding of the diverse



life forms that thrived millions of years ago. So grab your tools, secure those

permits, and embark on an extraordinary journey to unearth the secrets of the

Ordovician trilobites of the St Petersburg Region!
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«FOR THE LOVE OF THE TRILOBITES»

Where does our insatiable appetite for trilobite specimens and information on

them arise from? We can point to several possible answers and then to all of

them combined to explain the tremendous interest there is among scientists,

professionals, and collectors in what is generally, but affectionately, often referred

to as «bugs».

Perhaps we are intrigued by the idea of highly successful creatures that once

ruled the planet and despite their superior qualities of design and overwhelming

presence now are known only by their fossilized remains. The family of trilobites

numbered in the thousands, and were the most adapted and successful creatures

to inhabit the Earth up to that time. The varieties were highly diversified and

developed into wildly varying shapes with distinct specialized features developed

for very specific functions.

Perhaps we are mesmerized by the ideas of an alien world that was Earth long

before we where here, and recognize that change is constant and inevitable.
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Enjoy your time in control of the planet and at the top of the food change, as the

fossil record tells us, each species will have its time, but supremacy is only a

temporary state. After the USSR government was changed to a more open and

Democratic type political system in 1991, many trilobite specimens started to

show up on the world stage at international fossil shows.

Collectors and professionals alike were fascinated not only by the high quality of

preservation, but also the vast varieties of different types of trilobites. Interest in

these «new» specimens and information about them were now in high demand.

Many previously unknown trilobites were now showing up, and background

research and a dependable reference book was urgently needed. Although

Russian Paleontologists had done varying amounts of research through the

years, the information was incomplete and never completely cataloged into one

reference book. Through the efforts of «Petersburg Paleotological Laboratory»

and more specifically, Arkadiy Evdokimov, this book will serve as the most

comprehensive guide available today to the many different trilobites that have

been discovered and researched in the Russian realm.

There are noticeable and tangible benefits from the high interest in the fact that

the diggers and preparers were able to realize personal monetary gain from their

efforts. They realized that to satisfy the needs and demands of the collectors and

museums, the diggers and preparers must develop their skills and techniques to

levels never before seen. The end results to their hours of patient and precise

prepping are stunning, and have given the world specimens of amazing features

and details not seen since the trilobites were in control and possession of our

planet.

Enjoy this work of love and dedication.

Richard HIGHTOWER

Owner/The Stones & Bones Collection
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